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T . Robert.Graves@state.nm.us, Rebecca.Kay@state.nm.us
S bject: Resend: Fwd: RE: Meeting regarding closure plans

I h pe this resend works out. If not, I can FAX the text.

ate: Thu, 20 Mar 200809:52:14 ·0600

0: "Kay, Rebecoa, NMENV" <Rebecca.Kay@state.nm.us>
rom: Gian Bacigalupa <gian@lanl,gov>

IUbject RE: Meeting regarding closure plans
c: jee@lanr.gov

~

cc: luciana@lanLgov

I

R-ebecca,
IJ your schedule isn't working out, we can probably do this by e--mail. The main reason we
qere asking for a meeting was to discuss format for the closure plans in terms of how they
ould fit into the format of the draft permit. I'm listing the main issues below,
he first big question has to do with the arrangement of the closure plans, particularly with
r gams to where to place the description of the actual closure activities. The draft permit
s atas that a Closure Plan will be submitted for every permitted unit at the Facility and the
C osure plans will include a Sampling and Analysis plan for each permitted unit (SectIon
.2.1). However, Attachment K of the draft permit reserves only for a IIClosure Plan" and
oe50't specify multiple plans or sections such as K.1, K.2. K.3 etc, In Attachment G, the
iscu$sions of container management at each of the units is broken up by Technical Areas,
e are proposing thatthe closure plans also be listed by technical area (i.e., separate
osure plans for TAs 3, 16,50, 54, and 55), using that precedent in the existing draft permit.
he sampHng and analysis plans for each unit at the TA will be Included as sections within
t e olosure plan rather than separate plans or attachments. This would be Similar to the
'osure plan arrangement in the draft SNL permit. This will result in large closure plans for
A,,54 and 55 but will minimize the potential for repetitive language between many separate
losure plans. In the closure plans we have submitted prior to this point (Part Bs 1998, and
eptember 2006), we used attachments to the closure plans for unit sampling activity
stalls. As those weren't acceptable! these closure plans will limit attachments to figure
rawings and unit sampring grids, again as indicated by the closure plan in the SNL draft
ermit. I have attached a draft table of contents as an example.
e are including options for decontamination of different types of media in the closure plans
allow approved decision conditions in the closure activities to proceed without the need for
elaying permit modifications. We are putting together flowcharts to include in the plans to
ake these eas,ierto understand ..

~

nother format question we have regards how far to go in terms of references to other parts
the draft psnnit that contain relevant information. It appears that the draft permit does this
xtensively for other issues so our proposal is to utilize this option as much as possible to
eep the closure plans simple.
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e are also revising section numbers, internal document citations, and regulatory citations
atch the draft permit.

to

e understand that we aren't In complete agreement regarding technical issues and that
t ose will be deferred to the permit nego'ijations. However. we intend to include some of the
c nditlons from the past closure plan$ (both as submitted in the permit applications and as
a proved in past unit closures) where we think they are important to allow f1exfbility in the
cl sure activities for now. Their inclusion Will affect the format and set..up of the plans to
s me degree. These can be revised to match agreed upon conditions after negotiations. A
s art list includes expanded decontamination criteria with NMED approval, some additional
tions for decontamination procedures. background determinations. and verification
ethods and clean up levels.

o

P ease let me know jf you have further questions or concems about our proposal. We Were
h ping to get these closure plans done by this spring for inclusion in the draft permit but any
b changes might delay that.
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A 04;28 PM 3118/2008, you wrote:
/as thanks, It was a great training down fn Cruces and the weather was fabulous; minus the gusty 70 mile an
our wind$. I hear it was pretty windy up this way too- I hope you sustained them ok.
0, as this disoussion here has continued regarding a feasible time to meet regarding the closure plans, we
ave come to realize that we are not entin:tly clear as [D what it is specifically yOLl woulq like to discuss
ertaining to the plans apart fram the re~uirements in the DRAFT permit. Would you mind sending me an
mail exPlaIning what specifically the objectives would be for this meeting and an agenda for the topics to De
iscussed'? We may decide that this is something that we can work out either by phone or by reviewing a

rellmlnery CP outline.
J took forward to hearing back from you. Thanks Gian•

.. ebecca
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